
 
Hi! What’s going on, guys?  

My name is Eleonora Marangoni and I live in Imola a town near Bologna with my parents, Emma and 
Aldo. I’m 15 years old and I’m only child. My parents are both 50 years old but they are young inside ;)  

I’m attending the second year of the languages high school Alessandro da Imola where I study 
English, German and Spanish. 

 
I’m an outgoing girl and I like going out with my friends and meeting  
I would like to study or in England or in America because I’d like to  
become a profiler. Probably you don’t know what it is so I’ll try to  
explain you. 
A profiler is a type of detective who studies the mind of murderer and  

serial killer. It’s an unusual work I know but it is very interesting. 

I love all types of sport in particulary volleyball, swimming, skiing  
and every winter I go to San Vigilio di Marebbe (Trentino Alto Adige) 
since I was 3 years old, in the north Italy. I usually spend my free  
time with my friends or with my parents. 
In summer I go to Lido di Savio with my grandparents and I stay  
there two months. 

Now I greet you and I hope you write me soon!! 
 
                                 
 
 

 This is my best  friend Chiara and I. I love her sooooo much ! <3  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hello! My name is Carlotta, I’m 15 and I live in Massa 

Lombarda, a little town near Imola. I live with my parents, I 

am an only child and I don’t have any pets. My hobbies are 

reading, in particular fantasy books, drawing, surfing on the  

Internet, listening to music and I enjoy watching series on 

the Internet. I don’t practise any sports, I’m a couch 

potato. I am attending the second year of a language high 

school called Alessandro da Imola and here I study three 

foreign languages, that is English, Spanish and German. My 

favourite subject aside English is History. I chose this 

school because I like languages. 
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HI! 

I’m Letizia Fameli and I’m 14 years old. I 

live in Imola, a town near Bologna. I’m 

attending the second year at a language high 

school, called Alessandro da Imola and here 

I study three foreign languages: English, 

Spanish and German. 

I live in a house in the countryside with a 

big garden, with my family. I’ ve got two 

brothers and a sister and I have also got four 

fat cats: I love them! In my spare time I 

enjoy listening to music, going out with my 

friends, playing the bass guitar, reading 

books and staying in my garden with my 

cats. I’m also keen on travelling and visiting 

new places. 

Hello everybody! :)  

My name is Elena and I'm 15 years old. I live in Medicina 

(BO) with my mother Raffaella and my sister Francesca. 

I have got a cat, Rosita and a dog, Ada. Now I attend 

linguistic high school "Alessandro Da Imola" in Imola. I 

chose this school because I like travelling around the 

world and this school gives you the opportunity to travel 

to some foreign countries. 

In the future I would like to be a Hostess or an 

interpreter. 

I don't play any sports, but in the past I tried to do many 

of them, but I gave up all of them!  

In January I'm going  to play the guitar because I love 

music, especially pop and classical. I love dancing so 

much and singing. 

One of my hobby is cooking and my speciality are 

sweets. 



Hello, my name is Chiara Cavina, I am 15 years old.  I was born in Modena but I live in Imola, 

a town near Bologna. I am short and slim, I have got brown eyes and my hair is brown, short 

and wavy.   I am lively but I’m also quiet, generous ,  shy  but sometimes extrovert as well. My 

family is composed by four people: my mum, my dad, my brother Christian and me. We all live 

together in an old, quite big house that we share with my grandmother. We have two dogs, 

Rodrigo and Pelè, which stay in their  fences in the garden. 

Sports are one of the things I like the most; my sport is swimming and I have been practicing it 

for 9 years but it isn’ t my favourite sport: my favourite sport is soccer and I can say that I’m 

crazy about it! I also like athletics, skiing and ice skating. Unfortunatelly I can’t practise sports 

as I would like to do because I am disabled but I do my best. In my free time I also like listening  

to music, watching  films, playing with my dogs or going out with my friends.  I am attending the 

second year at a linguistic high school called “Alessandro da Imola” and here I study 

German,Spanish and English but I also did a Russian course. I chose this school because 

languages, with soccer,  are my passion and I would like to become an interpreter. 

 

 

 

Me and my best friends! (I’m the second 

from the left!) 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


